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GRAND CHAIR WOOD
Design Eduard Euwens 

GRAND CHAIR WOOD | Model 2160

GRAND Coffeetable | Model 2165  

GRAND CHAIR WOOD – a chair with a unique design language. With its comfortable and supple shell seat, the GRAND 

CHAIR WOOD pleasantly embraces the body and provides first-class comfort in any sitting position. Gently curved armrests 

allow for relaxed sitting. Its solid oak base gives the chair stability and underlines its cosy appearance. Together with the 

matching coffee table, the GRAND CHAIR WOOD invites you to stay for a while.

Product Information
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Frame 2160

Solid oak base with four conical legs from 40 x 37 mm to 34 x 32 mm.

Frame surfaces

Clear varnished oak, optionally stained and lacquered in accordance with the BRUNE® collection.

Seat shell

Seat shell made from two invisibly linked upholstered shells based on a steel-tube frame with polyurethane foam coating.

Upholstery

Seat:     SG/CH   50/80  approx. 40 mm thick

Back support:   SG/CH   50/80  approx. 25 mm thick with an additional lumbar support

Armrest:   SG/CH   75/140  approx. 20 mm thick

SG = specific gravity, weight per m³. CH = compression hardness (e.g.: 80 ≙ approx. 80 g/cm² at a compression level of 40 %)

Gliders

Standard version: plastic gliders

Optionally:  felt gliders

   metal gliders

Dimensions and weight 2160
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Frame 2165

Solid oak base with four conical legs from 40 x 37 mm to 34 x 32 mm.

Frame surfaces

Clear varnished oak, optionally stained and lacquered in accordance with the BRUNE® collection.

Table tops

Table top C: 30 mm thick, high-quality multi-layer plywood plate E1, top surface 

optionally covered with HPL plastic or wood veneer according to the BRUNE® 

collection. Lower surface white HPL or beech veneer. Straight edge, 2 mm thick, in 

material to match table top (plastic for plastic, veneer for veneer).

Table top R: 30 mm thick, 28 mm strong multi-layered plywood, surface coated 

in highpressure laminate (HPL) or veneer according to BRUNE® collection. Lower 

surface: HPL white or beech veneer. Edges multi-layered plywood, straight edges, 

9 mm thick, beveled over 45 mm.

Veneer finish

Real veneer from BRUNE® collection standard with natural varnish, with low-solvent water-based varnish, optionally stained 

according to BRUNE® collection.

HPL surfaces

Resopal®-HPL from the BRUNE® collection.

Gliders

Optionally, the table can be equipped with plastic, felt or metal gliders.
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Dimensions and weight 2165

Table height: 47 cm

Table Sizes Weights

Round:

Pebble shape:

Ø 60 cm

Ø 70 cm

  60 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm

  70 x 70 cm

  8,5 kg

10,5 kg

10,0 kg

18,0 kg

13,0 kg

Certificates

Quality management in accordance 

with DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental management system in 

accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001

Awards
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GRAND CHAIR WOOD

Chair

Chair

Coffeetable


